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Respondent Medic Ambulance Service, Inc. ("Respondent" or "Medic Ambulance") files
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this Reply Brief to Counsel for the General Counsel's Answering Brief to Respondent's Exceptions
to the Administrative Law Judge's Decision.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the outset, it's important to note that in its Answering Brief, the General Counsel agrees
that the ALJ relied on the now overruled standard set forth in Purple Communications in rendering
his conclusions. In light of the Board's decision in Caesars Entertainment, the General Counsel
now concedes that Medic Ambulance's electronic mail and electronic communications policies are
lawful and that the Board should dismiss the allegations that these policies are unlawful. See
Answering Brief, pgs. 1; 17-18.
The remainder of the General Counsel's Answering Brief simply rehashes the ALJ's
unsupported factual findings to support its claim that the challenged policies violate Section
8(a)(1). In doing so, the General Counsel relies on the ALJ's misinterpretation and misapplication
of the Board's decisions in The Boeing Company, 365 NLRB No. 154 (2017), and LA Specialty
Produce Company, 368 NLRB No. 93 (2019), giving little to no regard to Medic Ambulance's
legitimate business justifications for the rules at issue. In fact, the General Counsel primarily relies
on cases that pre-date Boeing while also taking issue with the advice memos that were cited in
Medic Ambulance's brief in support of exceptions, all which follow Boeing. While Medic
Ambulance does not claim that the advice memos are binding, they certainly carry more weight
than any pre-Boeing case the General Counsel relies on in support of its position. Despite the fact
that none of the policies explicitly prohibit or interfere with Section 7 activity, and the fact that the
record is devoid of any evidence that any employee has interpreted any of the contested policies in
such a manner, the General Counsel contends that the language of the policies, some of which have
been in effect since 2012, could potentially be interpreted to interfere with employees' Section 7
rights.
The Charge in this case is based solely on the Union's post hoc interpretation of isolated
provisions in Medic Ambulance's work rules. It is not disputed that the Union filed the Charge five
years after having received copies of the rules and having clear notice of how they apply to Medic
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Ambulance employees. It is undisputed that the Union never notified Medic Ambulance of its
alleged interpretation of the rules. Further, there is no allegation or evidence, from any time period,
that an employee interpreted the rules in a manner that interfered, restrained, or coerced their
exercise of protected activity. There also is no allegation or evidence that Medic Ambulance
unlawfully enforced the rules. Moreover, this case does not involve a facially invalid rule or
unlawful contractual provision. As such, there is no "aggrieved person" in this case, as
contemplated by Section 10(b).
The General Counsel claims that the absence of any evidence supporting the alleged
"potential interference" is "irrelevant." To the contrary, the absence of such evidence belies the
Union's post hoc interpretation of the rules. It also underscores the fact that there is no genuine
dispute, controversy or grievance in this case, which runs afoul of the doctrines of ripeness and de
minimis non carat lex (the law does not take account of trifles). Trivial cases such as this require
the NLRB to micromanage employers' work rules through abstract, speculative, and hypothetical
evaluations. Finding against Medic Ambulance in a case like this only encourages parties to file
unfair labor practice charges on the most insignificant of matters wasting precious Board resources
where an actual controversy does not even exist. The resulting conjectures have little, if any,
impact on employees' rights. The Board should address and disavow such waste of the NLRB's
resources by finding that the Union's Charge here is barred by the Section 10(b) limitations period
and/or the doctrines of waiver and laches.
II. ARGUMENT
A.

The Board Should Adopt a Rule That the Continuing Violations Theory Does Not
Save Untimely Charges Based Solely on a Claim That a Work Rule Could Potentially
Interfere With Employee Rights
It is undisputed that the Union's Charge was not brought by or on behalf of an "aggrieved

person" as contemplated by Section 10(b), as there is no allegation or evidence that any Medic
Ambulance employee interpreted a work rule in a manner that "interfere[d] with, restrain[ed], or
coerce[d]" his or her exercise of Section 7 rights. Further, there is no dispute, controversy, or
grievance between the Union and Medic Ambulance that arose in the six months before the Union
filed its Charge. The sole basis for the Union's Charge is its own alleged interpretation of the rules.
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However, it is undisputed that the Union had clear and unequivocal notice of the work rules
since 2012: during the bargaining process, when the CBA was ratified in 2014, and ever since.
Under Section 10(b), the Union was required to file and serve its Charge within 6 months of such
notice. See Dun & Bradstreet Software Services, 317 NLRB 84, 84-85 (1995), affd. 79 F.3d 1238
(1st Cir. 1996). The General Counsel, however, asserts the Union's maintenance claim is exempt
from the Section 10(b) period. Its position renders the statutory limitations period meaningless and
contradicts the application of Section 10(b) and the continuing violations theory elsewhere.
For example, in Dun & Bradstreet, supra, an employee filed a charge alleging she was
terminated unlawfully because she engaged in "concerted activities with other employees for the
purpose of mutual aid and protection." Id. at 84. The Board found her charge to be untimely
because it was served on respondent one day late, despite the fact that the Board's regional office
gave the charging party "erroneous advice regarding the service of the charge." Id. at 85. The
Board explained that "erroneous advice does not in any way alleviate or eliminate the Charging
Party's statutory obligation" to file a charge "within the 6-month period after the alleged unlawful
conduct," pursuant to Section 10(b). Id. at 85-85. It makes no sense that Section 10(b) would bar an
allegedly aggrieved employee's right to present a charge that was served one day late, but it would
not bar the non-aggrieved Union's charge in this case. It cannot be the case that Section 10(b)
applies to cases involving unlawful teiniinations but not hypothetical interpretations.
Also, in N.L.R.B. v. Jerry Durham Drywall, 974 F.2d 1000, 1004 (8th Cir. 1992), the Court
of Appeal held that "where an employer repeatedly fails to [act] as required by a collective
bargaining agreement, the union is put on notice that the employer has repudiated the agreement,
thus triggering the commencement of the section 10(b) period for filing a charge." Id. The court
found that such "continuing failure" comply with the agreement provides "clear and unequivocal"
notice of repudiation such that "the continuing violation theory no longer applies." Id. at 1005. If
the continuing violation theory does not apply to continuing failures to meet contractual
obligations, it should not apply here.
Accordingly, the Board should adopt a rule that the continuing violations theory does not
save a non-aggrieved union's belated claim that a work rule could potentially interfere with
3
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protected rights without any evidence of actual interference within the limitations period. Applied
here, this rule would have simply required the Union to confer with Medic Ambulance about its
alleged interpretation of the rules and, if the parties reached an impasse, to file its charge within six
months thereof.
B.

The ALT Erred in Finding the Doctrines of Waiver and Laches Do Not Apply and that
the CBA Does Not Supersede the Union's Claim
As stated above, the Charge is based solely on the Union's alleged interpretation of work

rules it had notice of since 2012. The CBA supersedes the Union's claim because it had the ability
and obligation to confer with Medic Ambulance about its alleged interpretation of the work rules.
See Joint Exhibit A (17); Sec. 3.4 (mandatory grievance procedure for resolution of "any dispute
arising from the interpretation or application of any terms of this agreement and/or disputes
concerning working conditions"), Sec. 4 (requiring Medic Ambulance to notify the Union of
anything impacting "matters within the scope of representation for bargaining unit employees" and
requiring the Union "to respond within fifteen (15) calendar days ... to meet and confer on the
particular matter"). Further, the doctrines of waiver and laches apply because it is undisputed that
Medic Ambulance notified the Union of each work rule, and the Union never grieved or conferred
with Medic Ambulance of its alleged interpretation for half a decade.
The All's decision to the contrary "effectively negates" the bargained for grievance and
confer requirements. See MV Transportation, Inc., 368 NLRB No. 66 (Sept. 10, 2019). Further,
application of the doctrines of waiver and laches here "supports labor relations stability by
encouraging employers and unions to foresee potential issues and resolve them" through bargained
for processes. Id.
C.

Credibility Determinations
The General Counsel contends that Medic Ambulance's exceptions to the ALJ's credibility

determinations have no merit because Medic Ambulance's argument relies on an exhibit that was
submitted with its closing brief and not provided to the Board with its exceptions.1 The General

1 Medic

Ambulance did not provide the Board with the supplemental exhibit attached to its closing
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Counsel also argues that the Board must not deviate from its long-established policy of upholding
the ALJ's credibility resolutions, which were based on a variety of factors.
Contrary to the General Counsel's mischaracterization of the law, the Board, and not the
ALJ, is ultimately responsible for making factual detettninations, as revealed by the preponderance
of the evidence. See 29 C.F.R. section 102.48(b); Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc., 91 NLRB 544,
544-45 (1950), enf d 188 F.2d 362 (3d Cir. 1951). While the ALJ's credibility findings are entitled
to deference, where the "credibility findings are based upon factors other than demeanor... the
Board itself may proceed with an independent evaluation." Canteen Corp., 202 NLRB 767, 769
(1973). Where, as here, the ALJ's analysis is based on various factors and not exclusively on
demeanor of a witness, the Board may substitute its findings for those of the All and undertake an
independent evaluation. Briggs IGA Foodliner, 146 NLRB 443, 446 n.6 (1964); Red's Express, 268
NLRB 1154, 1155 (1984). In fact, even demeanor-based credibility findings "are not dispositive
when the testimony is inconsistent with "the weight of the evidence, established or admitted facts,
inherent probabilities, and reasonable inferences drawn from the record as a whole." Stevens Creek
Chrysler Jeep Dodge, Inc., 357 NLRB 633, 635 (2011).
Although Medic Ambulance does not take exception to the ALJ's rejection of the
supplemental exhibit introduced with its closing brief, Medic Ambulance does take exception to the
ALJ's refusal to consider the record as a whole, including the testimony provided by Casey Vanier
and Eric Paulson, in making his credibility assessment. While the supplemental exhibit certainly
confirmed Mr. Vanier and Mr. Paulson's flagrant misrepresentations at the hearing, a cursory
review of the hearing transcript demonstrates that these witnesses lacked credibility. It is clear that
Mr. Vanier and Mr. Paulson had an objective to muddle the record, provide inconsistent testimony,
and testify about matters that had little to no significance to this case. Their inability to answer even
the most basic questions about the exhibits proffered by the General Counsel shows that their
testimony was entirely speculative and unsupported by any reliable or admissible evidence.

brief because Medic Ambulance does not take exception with the ALJ's rejection of this exhibit in
light of his claim that he gave no weight to General Counsel's exhibits 2-4.
5
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Although the ALJ's decision claims he gave no weight to the General Counsel's Exhibits 2-4, the
ALJ's decision does not state that he also disregarded all testimony by Mr. Vanier and Mr. Paulson,
either directly or indirectly related to the introduction of those exhibits at the hearing. Rather, it
appears the ALJ relied on Mr. Vanier and Mr. Paulson's unreliable testimony in reaching his
factual conclusions. This was improper.
As stated in Medic Ambulance's brief in support of exceptions, the ALJ failed in making a
true credibility determination, which considers the witness' testimony in context, including, among
other things, his demeanor, the weight of the respective evidence, established or admitted facts,
inherent probabilities, and reasonable inferences drawn from the record as a whole. Daikichi Sushi,
335 NLRB 622, 623 (2001). The ALJ's credibility determinations as to Mr. Vanier and Mr.
Paulson must be rejected because based on the record as a whole, their testimony is inherently
unworthy of belief.
D.

Medic Ambulance's Policies Do Not Violate Section 8(a)(1)
As stated in Medic Ambulance's brief in support of exceptions, Medic Ambulance

promulgated the rules at issue to protect patient privacy and ensure compliance with HIPAA,
Medicare, and other medical privacy laws that apply to the healthcare industry. The ALJ's findings
with respect to each of the policies, and the General Counsel's reiteration of the ALJ's findings in
its Answering Brief, make clear that he failed to read the rules in context (not just single cherrypicked words or lines from each rule), consider the totality of the circumstances, and engage in
appropriate balancing pursuant to Boeing in concluding that the potential impact on protected rights
outweighs Medic Ambulance's legitimate business justifications associated with the rules.
1.

Protecting Company Information Rule

The General Counsel claims that the All did not err in finding that when reasonably
construed, Medic Ambulance's rule protecting company information would restrict employees
from sharing wage information with other employees or third parties, and that Medic Ambulance
did not provide sufficient justifications for the rule.
Contrary to the General Counsel's reading of the rule, nothing prohibits employees from
discussing their wages and other terms and conditions of employment with other employees, their
6
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union or another third party outside of the realm of professional references. Rather, the rule only
prohibits employees from disclosing or giving out information about a current or former
employee's compensation on behalf of the company or as a professional employment reference.
Medic Ambulance's rule, when read in its entirety, cannot be reasonably interpreted by an
objective employee as interfering with the exercise of Section 7 rights.
2.

Social Media and Internet Blogging Rules
a.

Portion Related to Confidentiality

The General Counsel contends that the All did not err in finding Medic Ambulance's
policy prohibiting disclosure of confidential, proprietary, trade secret and sensitive information
would be reasonably construed to restrict Section 7 activity. The General Counsel claims that the
rule is unlawful because if fails to specifically list each and every item or category the company
considers confidential or proprietary. Because of the absence of this language, the General Counsel
asserts that employees would reasonably interpret the rule to prohibit employees from discussing
wages and working conditions.
The General Counsel's arguments are not persuasive. There is nothing that remotely
suggests that the rule prohibits employees from discussing wages or working conditions as the
General Counsel suggests. Rather, an objectively reasonable employee working for Medic
Ambulance would interpret the rule to only prohibit disclosure of confidential, trade secret, and
proprietary information, in light of the regulations that apply to the healthcare industry. This would
certainly not be construed to include wages or working conditions. Like the confidentiality and
media rules in LA Specialty, Medic Ambulance's rule cannot be reasonably interpreted as
prohibiting employees from disclosing information about terms and conditions of employment.
As Medic Ambulance's brief in support of exceptions explain, the rule, on its face, only
prohibits disclosure of confidential or proprietary information, trade secrets, or other sensitive
information, as those terms are understood by rank and file employees. This rule is in line with the
primary objective to protect the privacy of its patients, its proprietary and legally protected business
information/property, and to avoid liability (both on the part of Medic Ambulance and individual
liability of the employee) for failing to comply with HIPAA and other medical privacy laws.
7
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b.

Posting Photos without Permission and Inappropriate Content

The General Counsel claims that the AU did not err in finding that Medic Ambulance's

2

3 rule prohibiting employees from posting photos of their coworkers without consent reasonably
4 construed restricts Section 7 activity. The General Counsel claims that as written, the rule prohibits
5 employees from posting pictures as they wish and requires an "unnecessary burden" of seeking
6 consent from their coworker before posting. Answering Brief p. 8.
The General Counsel incorrectly assumes that Section 7 provides employees the absolute

7

8 right to post photographs of each other while at work. In fact, the opposite is true given that the
9 Board determined that rules prohibiting photography at the workplace are lawful Category 1 rules
10 under Boeing. Further, the General Counsel improperly assumes that all pictures involving more
11 than one employee, no matter the circumstance, no matter whether the picture is while the
12 employees are on-duty or off-duty, irrespective of whether the photo also captures a patient in the
13 background, and regardless of whether all employees consent to the posting, are protected as
14 concerted activity. The General Counsel also ignores what constitutes "concerted activity" and the
15 implied consent of employees acting in concert for their mutual aid or protection. Alstate
16 Maintenance, LLC, 367 NLRB No. 68, slip op. at 7 (2019) (to be concerted, the totality of the
17 circumstances must support a reasonable inference that an employee was seeking to initiate, induce
18 or prepare for group action). An employee, acting alone and complaining about working conditions
19 by surreptitiously taking and posting a photograph of his co-workers on social media, is not
20 engaged in concerted activity. Meyers Industries, 268 NLRB 493 (1984) and Meyers Industries,
21 281 NLRB 882 (1986) ("individual griping does not qualify as concerted activity solely because it
22 is carried out in the presence of other employees").
Additionally, the General Counsel contends that prohibiting inappropriate communications

23

24 during employees' own time using their own resources if unlawful because it could be interpreted
25 by employees to prohibit social media discussions about improving their terms and conditions of
26 employment. However, within that same policy, Medic Ambulance's provides examples of
27 communications it considers inappropriate, and none of these restrict the employee from discussing
28 wages or their terms and conditions of employment. For this reason, a Medic Ambulance employee
8
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1 would reasonably construe this rule as prohibiting inappropriate communications about a patient or
2 dispatch that implicates HIPAA or otherwise violates one of the myriad of regulations Medic
3 Ambulance and its employees are subject to. Therefore, the All erred in finding that the rule could
4 be reasonably interpreted as interfering with an employee's exercise of Section 7 rights.
c.

5

Non Disparagement/Denigration Rules

Similar to the media contact rule in LA Specialty, this rule prohibits employees from using

6

7 the company's name to endorse, promote, denigrate, or comment on any product, opinion, cause, or
8 person. This rule can only be interpreted as one that prohibits employees from taking action that
9 purports to be on behalf of the company. Only under the creative lens of a seasoned labor law
10 practitioner could the rule be interpreted as a prohibition on discussing the company in any manner
11 or under any circumstance. Therefore, the rule is plainly lawful.
12

3.
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As stated in its brief in support of exceptions, Medic Ambulance maintains civility rules

Discipline and Impermissible Conduct Rules

14 including rules prohibiting employees from conducting personal business while working and
15 prohibiting employees from solicitation or distribution of literature during working hours without
16 prior authorization from management.
In its Answering Brief, the General Counsel contends that the challenged portions of the

17

18 rules explicitly restricts Section 7 activities because the rules do not expressly state that the
19 restrictions do not apply during non-work time. The General Counsel's contentions do not align
20 with the ALJ's findings, as he found that Medic Ambulance's solicitation and distribution rules do
21 not explicitly restrict Section 7 activity. ALJD 20:37-38. Because the General Counsel did not file
22 an exception to the ALJ's finding, it is deemed to have been waived and its argument is irrelevant
23 and must be disregarded. See 29 CFR Section 102.46(f).
During working time an employer has a right to expect employees to perform their work

24

25 and follow directives. Where the rules lack any reference that would indicate Section 7 activity is
26 forbidden, like here, the Board should not presume any impact on NLRA rights. Even where there
27 is some ambiguity, it is likely that the employer's interest in maintaining discipline and production
28 will outweigh any chilling effect. See Boeing Co., slip op. at 7 n.30 (Dec. 14, 2017) (citing
9
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1 Lafayette Park Hotel, 326 NLRB at 824) (noting approvingly Member Hurtgen's concurrence that
even where a rule chills the exercise of Section 7 rights, it can nonetheless be lawful if it is justified
by significant employer interests, like a ban on solicitation during working time).
Here, the rule does not restrict employees from engaging in Section 7 activity. An
objectively reasonable employee could not reasonably interpret the rule as prohibiting solicitation
and distribution during non-working hours when the rule expressly limits the prohibition to
working hours. Moreover, the reasonable interpretation of the rule limits the requirement for
management's approval only to situations where the employee seeks to solicit or distribute during
working hours because that is what the rule's plain terms require. Additionally, the objectively
reasonable employee would understand that there are legitimate business justifications for the rules:
to ensure that Medic Ambulance's employees adhere to prescribed procedures and regulations and
provide the highest level of service and care for the public they serve during working hours.
III. CONCLUSION
As set forth above and in Medic Ambulance's brief in support of exceptions, the All erred
in applying the continuing violations doctrine, finding the General Counsel's witnesses credible,
and finding that the contested rules prohibit or interfere with Section 7 rights.
The General Counsel concedes that Medic Ambulance's electronic mail and
communications policies do not violate the Act and for this reason, must be dismissed. With
respect to the remaining policies, the General Counsel failed to prove that Medic Ambulance's
policies violate Section 8(a)(1). The Board's decisions in Boeing and LA Specialty and applicable
legal authorities compel a finding that the policies are lawful. Thus, Medic Ambulance respectfully
requests that the Board refuse to adopt the ALJ's findings and conclusions and dismiss the General
Counsel's Complaint in its entirety.
Dated: January 17, 2020

Carothers, DiSante & Freudenberger LLP

By:
e A. Legrottaglie
Attorneys for R spondent Medic Ambulance Service,
Inc.
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PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO.
I, the undersigned, declare that I am employed in the aforesaid County, State of California.
I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. My business address is 900 University
Avenue, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95825. On January 17, 2020, I served upon the interested
party(ies) in this action the following document described as:
REPLY BRIEF OF RESPONDENT MEDIC AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC. TO
COUNSEL FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL'S ANSWERING BRIEF
By the following method:
X

(e-mail) I caused the document(s) to be sent to the persons at the electronic notification
addresses listed below.

Manuel A. Boigues, Esq.
WEINBERG, ROGER & ROSENFELD
1001 Marina Village Pkwy., Ste. 200
Alameda, CA 94501
Email: mboigues@unioncounsel.net

Tracy Clark
Counsel for the General Counsel
NLRB, Region 20
901 Market Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Email: Tracy.Clark@nlrb.gov

I certify that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this Court at whose
direction the service was made.
Executed on January 17, 2020, at Sacramento, California.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Utkaurm.
Ct
(Signature)

Melissa Adams
(Type or print name)
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